
with less moisture than is required
for bacteria, and some flourish in the
light. They are frequently found in
bread, on meat, on leather an4 on
sugary liquids.

Mildew is a form of mold found
on moist clothes that havenot been
exposed to fresh air. Mustiness is
an indication of mold. Ringworm is
due to this species of organism which
gets under the skin and causes in-

flammation.
A third kind of plant-organis- m is

often present in house dftst. That
organism is yeast which is also a
single cell but which is reproduced
by little buds that swell out from the
parent cell and may jot may not break
off later.

The little yeast plant, although so
small and simple in structure, is en-
dowed with many of the powers of
trees and vegetables and other high-
er plants. It requires food, has cer-
tain range of temperature in which
it grows best, and is injured or killed
by too high or too low temperature
or by too little moisture.

The work of the yeast plant in
bread is to change the sugar in the

BY BETTY BROWN
Do you know how to look

-- o-

at
fashion plate? If you can pick out
at least eight items of spring style in
this fashion plate, you can

trained observer.
The one first to be seen is, of

course, the Paisley pattern of the
blouse. Paisley figures put'any cos- -,

tume In the center of style camera.
Old shawls make
beach clothes not draped into bath
robes, as might expected, but cut
up into very close fitting
tights The waistr of today's illustra-
tion shows Paisley design printed
on white satin.

An eye, on--

sponge into two substances, alcohol
and gas called carbon 'dioxid. The
millions of little bubbles in the
sponge- - cannot break through the
sticky gluten of the flour so they
raise the whole mass. "When the
bread Is baked the gas is dissipated,
the gluten walls of these bubbles are
hardened, and little holes remain,
filled with air only. The alcohol is
driven off by the heat

It is very difficult to keep weeds
out of the vegetable garden because
their seeds are carried to the Oil in
many ways. When the weeds have

or grown avlittle, they may
be pulled up easily.

In the bread garden we want only
yeast to grow, but it is very difficult
to insure its growth alonejgince in
the bread garden neither the good
plants nor the bad weeds ever be-

come visible.
In no other way does

interest the housekeep-
er so much as when with
the baking of her bread.

(Tomorrow another .story about
germs by Martha Van
o--

POINTS IN NEW SPRING IN THIS
i ONE PICTURE
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count
yourself a

Paisley marvelous

e
bathing

!
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experienced dwelling
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sprouted

household
bacteriology

connected

Rensselaer.)

EIGHT STYLE

this fashion plate, will next pick out
the line which the girdle or sash
makes about the waist, and also the
jnanner of looping it without tying,
and the place of fastening it, almost
in the center of the front: thus the
sash alone has three new points.

Probably the location of the huge
pockets, exactly over the hip bone,
will strike the observer next

Then the plaided ?trip of the skirt
will be noted as new.

Then the combination of the Pais- - '

ley and the plaid strip in one "costume
will attract attention as an eccen-
tricity now accepted as good style.

The pumps are without buckles- -
doubtless one way the manufacturer
takes to keep down the cost if not
the price of fine footgear.


